See the Story

See the Story explores the role of press and
documentary photography through the lens of the
World Press Photo Foundation and its activities.
This document focuses on how to see, read and
understand stories presented in our contest,
exhibitions, and yearbooks.
See the Story also provides our exhibition and
website visitors with information about the history
and role of World Press Photo, how the stories on
display are chosen, how they are made, and the
questions they raise.
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Introducing the World Press Photo Foundation
The World Press Photo Foundation believes in the power of
showing and the importance of seeing high-quality visual stories.
It all began in 1955 when a group of Dutch photographers organized
an international contest (“World Press Photo”) to expose their work
to a global audience.
For six decades, the World Press Photo Foundation has been
working from its home in Amsterdam as an independent, nonprofit
organization. In that time, the world has changed continuously, and
new developments in the media and technology have transformed
journalism and storytelling. Our mission has expanded, and we draw
on our experience to guide visual journalists, storytellers, and
audiences around the world through this challenging and exciting
landscape.
Our purpose is to connect the world to the stories that matter.
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Redefining World Press Photo
The World Press Photo Foundation’s mission is to connect the world to
the stories that matter.

The website displays
all the winners from
the 2022 World Press
Photo Contest, as
well as an archive of
all winning images
and productions
since 1955.

The World Press Photo Foundation’s mission is to connect the world to the
stories that matter and to work towards a more diverse visual journalism
industry that celebrates a multiplicity of voices in order to better
represent our world.
World: Through the regional model, we strive to make our contest and
all other activities representative of important work being done by
photojournalists and documentary photographers around the world. In
being more representative of the world, we continue to engage with our
global audience.
Press: Freedom of expression and the press are the foundation of our
values. We remain committed to accuracy and recognising stories about
contemporary events, significant issues, and real people; stories that are
important, impactful, and trustworthy; stories that have a meaning and
impact on individuals, groups, and societies.
Photo: World Press Photo focuses on awarding and supporting the best
photojournalism and documentary photography, in all its forms.
We work with visual stories made by professional image makers. Visual
stories shared on our website, displayed at our exhibitions, and posted
on our social media channels come to us through our contests, and our
education programs.
Our social media channels, especially our Instagram feed
@worldpressphoto are spaces where visual stories by winning
photographers and other professionals from our community are shared
and curated by our team.

The World Press Photo
Exhibition 2022 shows
a curated selection of
winning photos from
the 2022 World Press
Photo Contest. ©
Evert Elzinga.

The contest winners
are chosen by juries
of professionals in
photojournalism
and documentary
photography. The
juries are appointed
by the World Press
Photo Foundation, but
neither the staff nor the
partners and sponsors
of the foundation have
any say over the juries’
choices. © Frank van
Beek.
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Our visual world

The visual stories presented by the World Press Photo Foundation
are part of a wider visual world with a long history.
“Visual” means relating to sight or something you see. “Visual”
also means a thing that is made to be seen. The text that makes
up the words in this sentence is a visual. Diagrams, graphics, and
illustrations are also visuals.
Pictures are our best-known visuals. Pictures are representations
made by various techniques, such as drawing, painting, photography,
and digital technologies. Pictures can have different purposes. They
can be made to convey information, they can be made to incite action,
and they can be aesthetic objects. Or they can be all those things at
the same time.
We have always lived in a visual world. From the beginning of the
Stone Age 2.5 million years ago, humans have made art from shell,
stone, and paint. Cave paintings were first made more than 40,000
years ago. What has changed throughout history are the techniques
used to make pictures.

© Konstantinos Tsakalidis, for Bloomberg News.
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World Press Photo in our visual world

While we have always lived in a visual world, recent technological
transformations have given visuals an even more important role
in communications today. Billions and trillions of pictures are taken
and shared by people all over the world. Most of them are personal
images shared on private accounts. Some capture news moments,
and like previous photographs taken by citizens, they can be widely
used and are very important.
For professional visual journalists, navigating the world where
non-professional photography is increasingly used by news outlets
to illustrate world news can be challenging. Moreover, many
photojournalists are under threat, their work regularly censored. Not
only the options, but also the consequences of publication for an
individual photographer can be very different from region to region.
Nonetheless, a wide arena of photographers, both non-professional
and professional is necessary for the maintenance of press freedom
and freedom of speech. The more visual, reliable sources we have,
the better.
However, the visual economy is also dominated by citizen’s pictures
and stock images for general use, and the revenue to pay for
professional work is not easy to come by. The proliferation of imagery
shows people appreciate how visuals communicate. Professionals
have the creative ability, technical skills, and storytelling knowledge
to make visuals that can communicate in the most compelling,
engaging, and powerful ways, knowing there is potentially a large
audience. All of us can operate cameras, especially the one in our
smartphone, but only a very few of us can be photojournalists or
documentary photographers of the highest quality.

© Vladimir Encina.
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What is photography? (1)

Daguerreotype portrait of Walt Whitman, © New
York Public Library

Oldest surviving photograph, © Joseph Nicéphore
Niépce

Photography is a technique for
making durable pictures by
recording light. “Photography”
comes from the Greek words
“phos” (meaning light) and “graphê”
(meaning drawing). From 1800 on
various inventors tried more than
a dozen ways of recording light on
sheets of paper or metal treated with
chemicals.

The oldest surviving photograph was
made by the French inventor Joseph
Nicéphore Niépce in 1826 or 1827.
His colleague Louis Daguerre made
pictures on a sheet of copper coated
with a thin layer of silver. Photography
is said to have been invented in
1839 when the “daguerreotype” was
introduced. The first book illustrated
with photographs was The Pencil of
Nature, published in 1844-1846, by
the English inventor William Henry
Fox Talbot, using pictures made with
salted paper prints from his calotype
negatives. Each of these early
techniques used a camera that was
large, heavy, and difficult to move.
They made a single image on a sheet
of paper or metal which could not be
copied.

Eadweard Muybridge’s Cinematic Legacy,
© San Francisco Museum of Modern Art

Photography was the basis for the
moving images that later developed
into cinematography. In the 1870s
Eadweard Muybridge, an English
photographer living in California,
used multiple cameras to capture
the movement of animals. He then
projected these still images in rapid
sequence to show horses galloping,
creating the first motion picture.

George Eastman’s first “Kodak” camera.

Photography became popular when
the American George Eastman
developed celluloid film and sold his
first “Kodak” camera in 1888. The
Eastman Kodak company introduced
the box-shaped “Brownie” camera
in 1900. It was easily portable, and
its low price and ease of use made
photography something everyone
could do. These cameras used rolls of
film that made negatives from which
paper prints were then produced.
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What is photography? (2)

Because photography, both still and moving, began as a mechanical
process based on scientific techniques, it has long been regarded as
“objective”. To be “objective” means not to be influenced by personal
beliefs, feelings, or perspectives. When Talbot called his book The Pencil
of Nature, he believed that photography is an instrument for recording
the natural world without human intervention.
Understanding photography as “objective” has been a misleading
assumption from the beginning. Photographs are personal
interpretations of the world: from the techniques used for recording
light, to the selection of a time and location, and the framing of a specific
subject or situation. Photography is therefore always a deliberate
construction and a medium of representation, done subjectively and
open to subjects’ interpretation.
Photographs portray a multi-dimensional world on a two-dimensional
flat surface, even if they show motion. Photographs do not have a fixed
meaning and are subject to the viewers’ interpretation and reading,
which is influenced by the viewers’ history, education, state of mind and
many more factors.
Photographs were also taken and used for different purposes, and with
various effects. It has, for example, been a tool of colonial power through
ethnographic pictures classifying racial divisions, and it has also been an
instrument of anti-colonial resistance by making injustice and violence
visible.
Developed by people, representing people and places, and serving the
interests of people and states, photography has never been purely
“objective”. This sense has only grown stronger with the changes to
photography in the last century.

Dorothy Counts, the first and at the time only black student to enroll in
the newly desegregated Harry Harding High School in Charlotte (NC),
is mocked by protestors on her first day of school. The photograph was
awarded World Press Photo of the Year in 1957. © Douglas Martin, The
Charlotte News/Associated Press.
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How has photography changed?

Professional photography was
transformed by the introduction of
compact cameras in the 1930s, like
the Leica. Using 35mm film and with
interchangeable lenses, they allowed
the photographer to move easily and get
close to the scene they wanted to record.

Photography’s biggest change came with the shift to
digital photography, which captures images in digital
memory. Since the early 2000s digital cameras have
dominated the market. Although digital cameras look
similar to film cameras, they have one central difference.
Digital cameras do not record images through negatives;
they capture data via sensors, and that data is then
transformed into a picture through photo editing software.
This has enabled pictures to be more easily made,
published, and shared.

5 BILLION

350 MILLION

Videos watched on YouTube
every day.

Pictures uploaded to Facebook
every day.

4.5 BILLION

95 MILLION

Pictures shared on WhatsApp
every day.

Pictures uploaded to Instagram every
day.

In recent years photography has been
revolutionized by the rise of the camera
phone and the global connectivity
enabled by the internet. There are 3.8
billion smartphones in the world, each
containing a good quality camera. 99%
of consumer cameras sold each year are
in smartphones. With more than half the
world’s population able to access the
internet, the number of pictures made, and
the potential for pictures to spread far and
fast, is enormous.

While it is claimed people are being “flooded” or “swamped” by
the number of images in the world, especially those shared on the
biggest social media channels, individuals only see those shared
on social media accounts they choose to follow or in media outlets
they choose to see.
These numbers also underestimate the total number of pictures in
the world. Many more pictures are made and never shared. Each
year we make and share ten times the number of photographs
made on film in the last 100 years.
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How do we get to see visual stories? (1)

Typesetting in wood.

Watch Every NYT Front Page Since 1852, by
Josh Begley.

Time Magazine cover from January 23
1939, © Time Magazine

Read 2018 State of News Photography.

The ways in which people sourced
their information about the world
have drastically changed over time.
Newspapers were first published
in the 17th century as information
sheets for businessman. In 19th
century, newspapers were available
in most cities and countries.

Photographs first appeared in
newspapers as engravings in 1848
and later as printed images. This
video of every front page of the
New York Times from 1852 shows
how black and white pictures
slowly came to prominence before
color images were used from 1997
onwards. In many newspapers,
however, pictures were just
illustrations for stories already
written.

Photojournalism – telling a
story through pictures – came
to prominence in the 1930s with
picture magazines like the Berliner
Illustrirte Zeitung (Germany), Life
(USA), the Picture Post (UK), and
Vu (France). The publications
pioneered “photo essays” made by
photographers using the compact
cameras and flash units that
permitted candid photographs from
all over the world.

Being originally tied to print
publications, photojournalism
was threatened when the picture
magazines started to go out of
business in the 1950s. Some
photographers formed and joined
cooperative agencies (most famously
Magnum Photos, founded in 1947) to
manage work. Others were employed
by global news services (like Agence
France-Presse, Associated Press, and
Reuters), had contracts with individual
newspapers, or were freelancers, selfemployed individuals taking a range of
jobs.
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How do we get to see visual stories? (2)

Getty Images website.

All photography is produced in a visual economy, with
systems of distribution, trade, consumption, and value.
The visual economy has been transformed in the last
twenty years by the rise of the internet. As a result, we
now come across visual storytelling in various ways.
One major development has been the creation of large
companies (such as Corbis Images, Getty Images and
Shutterstock) buying photo agencies and photo archives
to create powerful image libraries providing visual content
to users for a fee. These companies make up for a global
visual content industry that controls images supplied
to advertisers, marketers, and designers. This industry
produces “stock photography”, which are generic pictures
that can be cheaply licensed. This type of photography
makes up approximately 70% of the images consumers see
today.

The New York Times Twitter Account.

Another major development is the rise of social media
for the distribution of news. When print was the primary
medium for circulating information, newspapers were the
gatekeepers, deciding what can be shown as “news” and
making a small selection to present to the public every day.
Internet has transformed the distribution of information by
drastically reducing the cost of physical distribution. Where
people once had to own an expensive printing press, a fleet
of trucks and planes, and shops to make, move, and sell
their newspapers and magazines, now information can flow
globally from a website and free social media channels.
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How do we get to see visual stories? (3)

Data from the Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2021, shows
that the source of news has changed as a result of this, and how
different age groups use different sources. This data shows the
channels through which people will encounter pictures.

Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2021 United States (www.digitalnewsreport.org)

Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2021 Brazil (www.digitalnewsreport.org)

Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2021 the Netherlands (www.digitalnewsreport.org)

Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2021 Japan (www.digitalnewsreport.org)
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How do we get to see visual stories? (4)

Some of the most significant news pictures and stories
have been taken by people who are not professional
photojournalists. With billions of camera phones owned
by citizens around the world, the number of civilian
photographers and visual journalists will only rise.

Daschcam footage from a passing car
records the crash of TransAsia Airways flight
GE235 near Taipei, Taiwan, 4 February 2015.

This photo was taken by US astronaut Bill Anders on Christmas
Eve 1968 as the Apollo 8 spacecraft rounded the dark side of the
moon for a fourth time. When Earth came up over the horizon,
Anders scrabbled for his Hasselblad camera and started clicking.
See more

Detainee with bag over head, standing on box with
wires attached, Abu Ghraib prison, Iraq, 11:01 p.m.,
Nov. 4, 2003. This is one of Staff Sgt. Ivan Frederick’s
photographs of the prisoner later identified as
Abdou Hussain Saad Faleh standing on the box with
wires attached to his left and right hand. All caption
information is from U.S. Army / Criminal Investigation
Command (CID) materials.
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How do we get to see visual stories? (5)

Visual stories can also be told through different mediums,
such as short videos, interactive websites, collages, and
many more. In the 2022 Contest, the Open Format category
welcomed a wide range of photography-based mixed media
stories.

From The Flower of Time: Guerrero’s
Red Mountain © Yael Martínez,
Magnum Photos. The photographer
put scratches and pinpricks into
prints of the photographs to
represent trauma and the scratching
of the poppy flower during opium
extraction. The color red represents
drug violence and blood, but also
life.

Still from Blood is a Seed © Isadora
Romero. Blood is a Seed (La Sangre
Es Una Semilla) questions the
disappearance of seeds, forced
migration, colonization, and the
subsequent loss of ancestral knowledge.
The video is composed of digital and film
photographs, some of which were taken
on expired 35mm film and later drawn on
by Romero’s father.
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How are these visual stories made? (1)

Behind each visual story on our website and in our
exhibitions, there is a long journey from idea to its
execution and display. Many decisions are made by
different individuals and organizations for these stories to
reach our audiences.

Conception

Making

Editing

Publication

Contests
entry

Judging

Verification

Awarding

Curating
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How are these visual stories made? (2)

Conception

Making

Conception
All visual stories begin with an
idea. An editor or photojournalist
chooses, from all the possible
topics in the world, to focus on one.
That choice can be influenced by
various factors, such as the budget
available to produce a story.

Editing

Publication

Contests
entry

Photographers can choose that idea
themselves, especially if they are
freelancers.
Freelancers can also be commissioned to
cover a story that a media organization,
a company, a charity, an NGO, or an
international institution wants to be
reported. A commission is an assignment
where the topic, approach and payment
are agreed upon beforehand.
Media organizations can also have
arrangements with “stringers”, freelancers
in particular places around the world
whom they assign when necessary or
assign staff photographers and producers
whom they send out to cover events or
issues, though the numbers of such staff

Judging

Verification

have declined substantially in recent
years.
Decisions about who does the assignment
have to be made. Will the visual journalist’s
identity (age, nationality, gender, race) be
considered? Will it be undertaken by a
local visual journalist already in place or
an international photographer or producer
who needs to travel to the location?
The timeframes of an assignment are
varied – from a day or few hours to months
and even years, depending on the needs of
the project.

Awarding

Curating

Is it to make a complex social issue
visible? Is it to advocate for a particular
position and prompt action? Is it focusing
on problems or also covering solutions?

Assignments and projects differ greatly
depending on their purpose. Is the
assignment purpose to show what
happened at a particular time and place?
SEE THE STORY
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How are these visual stories made? (3)

Conception

Making

Making
Once an idea becomes an
assignment or project, the next
set of decisions involves how it
will be executed. All photography
involves a series of creative
choices.

Editing

Publication

Contests
entry

Is the story best shown through still or
moving images?
Will it be analogue or digital?
What equipment will be used? Different
cameras and lenses can produce different
effects, and varying aperture and exposure
settings can record the scene in different
ways. Altering ISO settings and the use of
flash lighting enables less visible situations
to be recorded.
Will it be shown in color or black and white?

Judging

Verification

Editing
In making an assignment or a
project, a photographer will
create extensive photographic
material, which will not
necessarily end up in full in
the final story. Sometimes
thousands of pictures are made
and only several are chosen, or
hours of recorded video are cut
to under 30 minutes. That choice
requires selection through
editing.

Awarding

Curating

This is done either by the visual
journalist or by an editor. Editing can
be a collaborative process between
photographer and editor, or the editors
make the selection themselves.

Will it be presented with other types of
information (text, infographics, mixed
media, etc.)?
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How are these visual stories made? (4)

Conception

Making

Publication
If an assignment is
commissioned by an
organization, the work will be
published by that organization.
If a freelancer is pursuing a
project of their own making,
they can publish their work
on their own website or social
media feed.

Editing

Publication

Contests
entry

If they want to publish elsewhere, they
will have to pitch their project to various
publishers so it can be seen by an audience.
In a pitch, freelancers need to excite editors
and curators with their story, and consider
the outlet they are aiming for:
Is it intended for an online publication?
Will it be printed in a magazine or book?
Will it be shown in an exhibition or at a
festival?

Judging

Verification

Contests entry
For stories to be awarded in
the annual World Press Photo
Contest, displayed in our annual
exhibition, and printed in our
yearbook, the photographer,
producer, or their representative
make the choice of entering our
contest.

Awarding

Curating

The contest is open to all professional
photojournalists and documentary
photographers and free to enter.
In 2022, 4,066 photographers from 130
countries submitted 64,823 images to the
annual Photo Contest.
The 2022 World Press Photo Contest works
with six worldwide regions – Africa, Asia,
Europe, North and Central America, South
America, and Southeast Asia and Oceania.
Entries are judged and awarded in the
region in which the photographs and stories
are shot, rather than the nationality of the
photographer.
Each region has four format-based
categories: Singles, Stories, Long-Term
Projects, and Open Format.
SEE THE STORY
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How are these visual stories made? (5)

Conception

Making

Judging
The criteria for judging entries
is a combination of news values,
journalistic standards, and the
visual journalist’s creativity and
skills.

Editing

Publication

Contests
entry

Judging of the 2022 World Press Photo
Contest involved regional juries and
a global jury. 31 highly qualified jury
members from around the world helped to
make a selection over a six-week period.
In each region, a selection of entries per
category was first made by a regional jury,
composed of professionals from and/
or working in that region, with a range of
expertise. With the knowledge of the region
that each jury member possesses, they
were well equipped to judge the stories and
be able to put them into cultural, political,
and social context. Once the regional juries
made their selection, the global jury –
composed of the six regional jury chairs
and the global jury chair – decided on the
24 regional winners, and from those, the
four global winners.

Judging

Verification

Verification
Photography is always a social
construction that makes a
particular representation of the
world. It is always the product
of the series of choices and
decisions laid out here.
When we want pictures to record
and inform us of the events,
issues, people, and viewpoints
in our world, there are limits to
how pictures can be made, and
the accuracy and fairness of the
pictures have to be checked and
verified.

Awarding

Curating

The World Press Photo Contest
rewards pictures that are visual
documents, providing an accurate and
fair representation of the scene the
photographer witnessed.
The World Press Photo Contest has a
code of ethics, entry rules, and guidance
on manipulation that sets out what is not
acceptable
Winning photos cannot mislead the
audience through staging or manipulation.
Winning photos are verified through a fourstage process that checks images files,
captions and the story - see details here.
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How are these visual stories made? (6)

Conception

Making

Awarding
24 winners from 23 countries.

Editing

Publication

Contests
entry

The 2022 World Press Photo Contest
regional winners are 24 photographers
from 23 countries: Argentina, Australia,
Bangladesh, Brazil, Canada, Colombia,
Ecuador, Egypt, France, Germany, Greece,
India, Indonesia, Japan, Madagascar,
Mexico, Nigeria, The Netherlands, Norway,
Palestine, Russia, Sudan, and Thailand.

Judging

Verification

Curating
After the juries select the
winners, all the winning
photographs and productions
are published on our website,
yearbook, and showcased in our
annual exhibition.

Awarding

Curating

For the 2022 Contest winners there are
339 pictures in total on the website - 6
Singles, 60 images in the Stories category,
174 images in the Long-Term Project
category, and 99 images and 2 videos in the
Open Format category. The annual World
Press Photo Exhibition is then designed
by curators who select a sample of each
winner’s work to show.
There are 122 pictures in the 2022
Exhibition. World Press Photo also
publishes an annual yearbook with a
selection of the winning images.
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Visual thinking: questions from the winning stories

Providing a variety of perspectives from all
corners of the globe, the awarded works
from the 2022 Contest present courageous
stories, invaluable insights and a diversity of
interpretations – from the undeniable effects
of the climate crisis to civil rights movements,
and from access to education to preserving
indigenous practices and identity. These
stories however, can also give us insights into
questions of representation, press freedom,
and diversity in the industry.


Photographs
and visual stories can be
interpreted in many ways, and every picture
and story we display can lead to different
understandings.
We have selected these individual stories
from our exhibition as examples that pose
questions important for photojournalism and
documentary photography, and the work of
the World Press Photo Foundation.

Why is press freedom important? (1)

Making, publishing, and seeing visual stories depends upon a series
of freedoms - freedom of expression, freedom of inquiry, and freedom
of the press. All the steps in the production of visual stories (pp. 15-20)
depend on these freedoms.
There are many places in the world where these freedoms do not exist.
Even in countries regarded as open, these freedoms are often under
threat and cannot be taken for granted. The threats to press
freedom take many forms such as:
• Killing and imprisonment of journalists (in 2021, 41 journalists
were murdered and 367 are imprisoned for their work up to this day*)
• Harassment of journalists through physical intimidation
• Hostility from political leaders towards the practice of journalism
and attempts to undermine the legitimacy of reporting
• Restricting journalists visas so they cannot access certain areas
to cover issues
• Deliberate spread of disinformation and misinformation designed
to overwhelm accurate reporting
• Misuse of laws (such as obscenity laws, tax laws, etc.) to harass
media organizations
• Internet shutdowns by governments seeking to limit citizens’
access to information
• Algorithms used by social media companies to determine what
citizens see in their feeds
• Removal of content by social media companies applying broad
censorship policies
• Concentration of corporate media ownership reducing the
number of outlets and views
• Lack of revenue to support critical and investigative journalism

Protesters use slingshots and other homemade weapons in a clash
with security forces in Yangon, Myanmar, on 28 March 2021.
© Anonymous for The New York Times.

*Revised in April 2022. Most current information can be found here.
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Why is press freedom important? (2)

Slingshots
This photograph submitted anonymously shows protesters using
slingshots and other homemade weapons in a clash with security
forces in Yangon, Myanmar. These protests sparked after military
leaders staged a coup in Myanmar, hours before a newly elected
parliament was to have been sworn in. The nationwide protests
were met with a harsh military crackdown. International media
organizations and a UN official reported that the military were firing
live ammunition at civilian protesters and into people’s homes.
The photographer remains anonymous for reasons of personal safety.
The day before this photograph was taken saw 114 civilians reported
killed. The Assistance Association for Political Prisoners reports more
than 9,400 people arrested and 1,500 killed by junta forces in the
months following the coup.
Journalists attempting to cover the situation faced intimidation,
harassment and violence from military authorities. According to
Reporters Without Borders (RSF), 115 journalists were arrested in
Myanmar in 2021 while covering protests or after being tracked down
by the intelligence services, and three have been killed.

© Anonymous for The New York Times.

Myanmar is a country with little to no press freedom, ranked 176th in
RSF’s 2022 World Press Freedom Index. Journalists in the country
face systematic arrest campaigns and censorship, which has
led many of them to do clandestine investigations. The military
intimidates and silences journalists through article 66 (d) of the
Telecommunications Act which allows for the imprisonment of
journalists for accusations of online defamation.
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Why is press freedom important? (3)

Questions
What does the context of this photograph say about the limitations
towards freedom of expression and freedom of press in Myanmar?
Who has the power to protect or threaten the press? Can the press
threaten or protect those in power?
Why would a photographer need to maintain anonymity to publish this
image?

What do the credits tell me?
Under each photograph or production on our website
and exhibitions there is credit information that tells you
something about how the photographer or producers work
and who the story was made for. For photographs, we provide
the photographer’s name, nationality, agency or publication.
Anonymous, for The New York Times - The Anonymous photo
of the Myanmar protests was commissioned by The New York
Times.

What implications can anonymity have on a photographer’s work?
Why is press freedom important?
In the country where you live, is there freedom of expression, freedom
of inquiry, and freedom of the press?

Lalo de Almeida, Brazil, Folha de São Paulo/Panos Pictures Lalo is a Brazilian photographer contracted to Folha de São
Paulo and Panos Pictures.
Vladimir Encina, Colombia - With no agency or publication
mention, this shows Vladimir is a freelance photographer
from Colombia.

More information
Learn more about the photograph
See the 2022 Contest jury speak about the reasons for selecting the
work
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How can complex issues be photographed? (1)

Amazonian Dystopia
Lalo de Almeida’s long-term project Amazonian Dystopia,
documented between 2013 and 2021, sheds light on the variety of
consequences that the exploitation of the Amazon has had in recent
years.
Long-term projects are shot in a minimum of three years, which
allows photographers to capture the multiple layers and dimensions
behind complex issues.
Amazonian Dystopia shows that the threat that the Amazon is facing
has environmental, economic, social, and political consequences.
Pollution from gold mining and soil erosion following deforestation
have led to uncontrollable wildfires which have pushed indigenous
communities away from their territories and damaged their soil,
making them more dependent on industrialized food. At the same
time, the arrival of workers in the Amazon for employment on
infrastructure projects has led to an increase in illegal activities,
violence, and a strain on resources in towns.
Overall this project shows that complex issues need to be studied and
documented for long periods of time in order to paint an accurate and
complete picture of such situations.

A woman lies on a sofa as a police officer
searches for drugs in a shack frequented
by crack cocaine users, on Olarias Street
in one of the most violent neighborhoods
in Altamira, in Pará, in the Brazilian
Amazon, on 13 September 2013. © Lalo de Almeida
for Folha de São Paulo/Panos Pictures.
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How can complex issues be photographed? (2)

Questions
Complex issues, such as the influence of human’s activities on
the environment, occur in many places over a long time and their
consequences are wide-ranging. How can we visualize the effect of
these conflicts on the people who suffer from them?
In what other ways can complex issues be photographed?
How can photographers create a cohesive story through long-term
projects?

More information
Learn more about the series
Watch the photographer talk about his winning story
See the 2022 Contest jury speak about the reasons for selecting the
work

Members of the Munduruku community
line up to board a plane at Altamira
Airport, in Pará, Brazil, on 14 June 2013. After protesting
at the site of the construction of the Belo
Monte Dam on the Xingu River, they
traveled to the national capital Brasilia
to present their demands to the
government. © Lalo de Almeida
for Folha de São Paulo/Panos Pictures.
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How can we discern fact from fiction in an age of misinformation? (1)

The Book of Veles
The Book of Veles by Jonas Benediksen was published in April 2021
as a documentary project on the production of fake news in Veles, a
provincial North Macedonian town which placed itself on the world
map in 2016 as an epicenter for fake news production. Six months
after its publication, Bendiksen revealed the project itself was a
forgery – all the people portrayed are computer-generated 3D models,
and all text was written by an AI.
In the form of a meta-analysis, Benediksen uses photography as
a tool to comment on the state of photography and highlight how
vulnerable we are to fake influences in a shifting industry.
In the process of discerning fact from fiction, both journalists and
audiences have a responsibility in the production and distribution of
reliable news. Independent journalism should be truthful, accurate,
and objective. At the same time, audiences and media consumers
have the responsibility to corroborate and compare their sources. By
convincing everyone about the truthfulness of his project, Benediksen
showed that the industry and consumers are equally responsible in
the production of reliable news in an age of misinformation.

© Jonas Bendiksen.
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How can we discern fact from fiction in an age of misinformation? (2)

Questions
What is misinformation? And what forms could it take?
What are some examples of the production, circulation, and
acceptance of fake news?
How does the presence of fake news affect the trust of audiences in
the media?
What does a project like this say about our understanding of
photography as documentation or evidence?

More information
Learn more about the project
See the 2022 Contest jury speak about the reasons for selecting the
work

© Jonas Bendiksen.
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How can photography challenge stereotypes and support
Indigenous stories? (1)
The Longing of the Stranger Whose Path Has Been Broken
This open format and collaborative project by Rehab Eldalil and
members of the Jebeliya community, reflects on what it means to
be Bedouin in contemporary times. Bedouins have inhabited the
Sinai peninsula for centuries and face stigma and discrimination in
Egypt. They face discrimination in Egyptian society to this day due
to their perceived role as collaborators during the Israeli occupation
of the Sinai from 1967 to 1982, when the Bedouins who resisted the
occupation remained on their land to protect it.
As an Indigenous community, Bedouins have been perceived in the
media as isolated from, and a threat to, modern society. To challenge
these stereotypes, portraits of women from the community, printed
on fabric, were embroidered by the women themselves, contributing
to and taking control of their own representation. The men from
the community contributed with handwritten poetry, resulting in a
multimedia journey through the identity of the Bedouin community.
Through open collaboration, Eldalil gave the people in the community
the agency to tell their own stories, allowing the women and men to
move away from the visual tropes and stereotypes commonly used to
represent Bedouins.
A photograph
of Nadia (20),
embroidered
by her and her cousin
Mariam (19), in
Al-Tarfa village, South
Sinai, Egypt on 8
December 2019.
© Rehab Eldalil.
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How can photography challenge stereotypes and support
Indigenous stories? (2)
The representation of people and places in visual stories from
the majority world has historically been controversial, with many
images over the years replicating colonial understandings and
stereotypes. Stereotypes are generalized assumptions about groups
and communities which reduce people to few, simple, essential
characteristics, and thus are inherently essentializing and reductionist.
This results in exclusion and under- or misrepresentation of particular
groups based on their class, age, nationality, race, sexual preference,
gender, language, etc.

Questions
How are the representations of particular people and places shaped
by pictures in the media?
How can photographic practices challenge stereotypes and colonial
narratives?
What methods does this project use and what effect does
collaboration in photography projects have on the representation of
the people in the images?

More information
Learn more about the project

A poem by Seliman Abu Anas in St.
Catherine, South Sinai, Egypt:
“We are the Arabs the genuine Bedou’
We carry loyalty and kindness at heart
We walk with all kinds with no hate
We protect our guests and welcome
them. “
© Rehab Eldalil.

See the 2022 Contest jury speak about the reasons for selecting the
work
SEE THE STORY
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Does it matter who takes the photograph? (1)

Palestinian Children in Gaza
In this photo by Fatima Shbair, we see Palestinian children gathering
together with candles after participating in a children-led protest
against attacks on Gaza. Shabair is a Palestinian photojournalist born
and raised in Gaza, and was nine years old when the blockade of Gaza
City began in 2006. She decided to tell her story in 2021, through the
stories of others, as she finds it difficult to watch childhood events
recurring in the present. Her proximity to the community and her
experiences growing up in Gaza play an important role in how she
documents the conflict. While traditionally, photojournalists may view
issues from the outside in, Shbair bears witness to the community’s
struggles from within, portraying how she and other Palestinian
children are affected by the ongoing conflict through a quiet and
intimate moment.
Photographers from Europe and North America have historically
dominated the photojournalism industry which has resulted in an
imbalance in representation amongst entrants in the World Press
Photo Contest. Through a regional contest model, we are looking
to have a balance in the stories from around the world. Local
photographers can provide us with a more in-depth understanding
of the culture and the people photographed and therefore with fair,
accurate, and compelling insights into the stories they are covering.

Palestinian children gather with candles in Beit Lahia, Gaza, Palestine,
after a protest by children in the neighborhood against attacks on
Gaza, during a fragile ceasefire following an 11-day conflict between
Hamas and Israel. © Fatima Shbair.

During the selection of the winners, the jury has limited information
about the photographer, including their gender and whether they are
local or not in the region they’re documenting.
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Does it matter who takes the photograph? (2)

Questions
How do you think background information about a photographer
influences the way you understand a story?
						
How can the photographer’s identity benefit or detract the way a story
is told?
Why do we need locals to share stories about their own communities?

More information
Learn more about the photograph
See the 2022 Contest jury speak about the reasons for selecting the
work
© Fatima Shbair.
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Can stories focus on solutions as well as problems? (1)

Saving Forests with Fire
One of the themes that we commonly see in the World Press Photo
Exhibition, is the ongoing climate crisis. Saving Forests with Fire
by Matthew Abbott addresses the increase of wildfires but from
a perspective that offers solutions to the problem. His project
documents the indigenous Australian practice of cool burning which
consists of creating slow fires that burn only the undergrowth, and
remove the build-up of fuel that feeds bigger blazes. As a result,
these traditional burns prevent larger, more destructive fires from
occurring in the hotter, dryer months of the year. The Nawarddeken
people see fire as a way to rejuvenate the land, and use it as a tool to
manage their 1.39 million hectare homeland. Warddeken rangers use
traditional knowledge and combine it with contemporary technologies
such as aerial burning and digital mapping to prevent wildfires. In
doing so, they have successfully decreased the amount of climateheating CO2. The emissions saved earn carbon credits, and the
proceeds are invested in the community and environmental projects.
The series can be considered an example of visual journalism with a
solutions approach. Rather than focusing only on problems, solutions
journalism documents situations where people are already taking
action to deal with difficult issues. The jury awarded this project the
World Press Photo Story of the Year because it is solution-oriented
and presents knowledge that should be shared around the world in
order to tackle the consequences of the global climate crisis.

During a five-day bushwalk across several clan estates early in the dry
season, a family follows a fire lit by other members of the clan, to
help guide them on their journey and to clear the land to prevent
destructive fires, on 21 July 2021. © Matthew Abbott for National
Geographic/Panos Pictures
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Can stories focus on solutions as well as problems? (2)

Questions
How does this series differ from other images you have seen about
the climate crisis?
How do you think visual stories about the climate crisis should be
presented?
What effect does a story presenting solutions have on the audience?

More information
Learn more about the series
Watch the photographer talk more about the story
See the 2022 Contest jury speak about the reasons for selecting the
work
Nawarddeken elder Conrad Maralngurra burns grass to protect
the Mamadawerre community from late-season wildfires, in
Mamadawerre, Arnhem Land, Australia. The late-evening fire will die
out naturally once the temperature drops and moisture levels ris, on 3
May 2021. © Matthew Abbott for National Geographic/Panos Pictures.
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How can a personal story give us insights into the world? (1)

The Promise
In August 2020, Antonella (12), who lives in Buenos Aires, Argentina,
vowed to cut her long hair only when she could resume in-person
classes at school, which had been suspended as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The Promise by Irina Werning offers an alternative, refreshing
perspective of the challenges of the COVID-19 lockdowns in South
America. The project’s many layers address the long-term effects of
the pandemic on children, and calls into question how children can
engage in demanding equal access to education. At the same time,
the project’s visual style
Through playful and humorous visual elements, the photographer
highlights Antonella’s creative and personal form of resistance in a
way that transcends cultural boundaries and connects to diverse
meanings of hair around the world, in a way that is relatable to
viewers.

Antonella studies via
Zoom, using her
mother’s mobile
phone, in her room at
home in Buenos Aires,
Argentina, on 13 June
2021. © Irina Werning,
Pulitzer Center.
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How can a personal story give us insights into the world? (2)

Questions
What elements of storytelling make the story relatable for audiences?
What do we learn about the COVID-19 pandemic through this personal
story?
What are the different ways a personal perspective could affect the
accuracy of a story?

More information
Learn more about the series
See the 2022 Contest jury speak about the reasons for selecting the
work
Antonella yawns
while studying in bed,
in her room at home
in Buenos Aires,
Argentina, on 29 July
2021. She says she
feels a lack of
motivation studying
at home, and often
studies in bed as she
doesn’t feel like
getting up.© Irina
Werning, Pulitzer
Center.
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How can photography-based mixed media contribute to our
understanding of a story? (1)
The Flower of Time. Guerrero’s Red Mountain
The project is a series of textured photographs that document the
struggle that Indigenous poppy cultivators face in Guerrero, Mexico.
Photographer Yael Martínez scratched and pin pricked the printed
photographs, and then used a backlight to illuminate the images. The
intervention into the photographic image represents the community’s
trauma as well as the process of scratching the poppy flower
during opium extraction. The intervention also works as a form of
ritual practice, in which through lightning the damaged photos, the
photographer is actively symbolizing the process of giving light to
the dark and violent history of opium production in Mexico. The color
red in some of the images is used to signify life, violence, and the
bloodshed from the conflict.
Through the manual intervention into the photographs, the
photographer adds additional layers of meaning, while providing
a subtle commentary on violence, excluding graphically violent
moments, in order to put the community in focus. This is achieved
through the effective use of an aesthetic and multilayered technique
which gives a mysterious quality. This intentional approach is used to
powerfully symbolize the marks of trauma and loss in a community
that the photographer himself has experienced personally.

A poppy farmer in Malinaltepec, Guerrero, Mexico, on 10 February
2021. Malinaltepec is a Tlapanec community. Families that do not
emigrate for work dedicate themselves to poppy farming. Poppy
cultivation allows many regions to subsist in what are otherwise
marginalized territories. © Yael Martínez, Magnum Photos.
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How can photography-based mixed media contribute to our
understanding of a story? (2)
Questions
How does intervention on photography add new layers of
understanding a visual story?
What kind of photographs about drug violence in Mexico have you
seen before? How does this project differ from those other images?

More information
Learn more about the photograph
See the 2022 Contest jury speak about the reasons for selecting the
work

A dog eats next to a bonfire in Malinaltepec, Guerrero, Mexico, on 12
December 2020. © Yael Martínez, Magnum Photos.
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How does a photographer develop a relationship and get consent
from the people they photograph? (1)
The Cinema of Kabul
In The Cinema of Kabul, Bram Janssen documented the Ariana Cinema
in Kabul, Afghanistan, after the Taliban took control of the country in
mid-August 2021. The cinema has since then remained closed and
its staff in limbo, waiting to hear whether the Islamist fundamentalist
Taliban would allow films to be screened. The photographer found the
situation inside the cinema to be symbolic of the standstill the nation
finds itself in since the Taliban occupation.
The Ariana cinema is government owned, and therefore, in order
to document this story, Janssen spent several weeks trying to
get permission from the Taliban to photograph the cinema. Once
granted, he spent weeks inside the space, getting to know the staff,
communicating through a translator, and trying to gain their trust in
order to document their most genuine selves. 		
			
To gain the trust and get consent of those photographed requires
a sense of sensitivity and professionalism on behalf of any
photographer, especially if this concerns people in a vulnerable
situation. Spending a lot of time and effort on the story while
attentively observing it establishes stronger connections between the
photographer and the subjects.

Gul Mohammed, who works as an usherin the Ariana Cinema in Kabul,
Afghanistan, poses for a photograph nearly three months after the
Taliban closed the cinema, on 4 November 2021. © Bram Janssen, The
Associated Press.
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How does a photographer develop a relationship and get consent
from the people they photograph? (2)
Questions
What is the responsibility of the photographer in getting consent for
those she/he photographs?
What are the risks of not having consent from the people
photographed?
Why is having the subject’s consent important?
What can consent add to the process of storytelling?

More information
Learn more about the series
See the 2022 Contest jury speak about the reasons for selecting the
work
Find resources about consent on the Photography Ethics Centre

Asita Ferdous, director of the government-owned Ariana Cinema in
Kabul, Afghanistan, sits at home, nearly three months after the
Taliban ordered female government employees to stay away from their
workplaces, on 10 November 2021. © Bram Janssen, The Associated
Press.
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Why are captions important in photojournalism? (1)

Kamloops Residential School
Residential schools in Canada began operating in the 19th
century as part of a policy of assimilating people from various
Indigenous communities into Western, and predominantly Christian
culture. More than 150,000 children passed through the doors of
residential schools before the last one closed in 1996. A Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, set up in 2009, concluded that at least
4,100 students died while at the schools, as a result of mistreatment,
neglect, disease or accident. The Kamloops School, established in
1890, became the largest in the system, attended by hundreds of
Secwépemc and other First Nations children. In May 2021, a survey
using ground-penetrating radar identified as many as 215 potential
juvenile burial sites at Kamloops – confirming reports from oral
histories.
The photograph by Amber Bracken documents the long-term legacy of
historical crimes that are not directly visible today but which continue
affecting the lives of First Nations in Canada. The image is full of
visual symbolism: the children’s dresses hanging on the crosses refer
to the crimes of the Church, and the opening sky and the rainbow that
lands where the graves were found symbolize the current process of
reparation and reconciliation between the Church and Indigenous
communities. While the photograph is full of visual queues about the
history of residential schools, the background and history still needs
to be explained for viewers to capture the complexity behind the
photograph.

Red dresses hung on crosses along a roadside commemorate children
who died at the Kamloops Indian Residential School, an institution
created to assimilate Indigenous children, following the detection of
as many as 215 unmarked graves in Kamloops, British Columbia, on
19 June 2021. © Amber Bracken, for The New York Times.
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Why are captions important in photojournalism? (2)

Questions
What gives meaning to a photograph?
Why is context so important?
How do you document a historical event that is not physically there
anymore?

More information
Learn more about the photograph
Watch the photographer speak about the making of the photograph
See the 2022 Contest jury speak about the reasons for selecting the
work
© Amber Bracken, for The New York Times.
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